
U. Eitner Formenbau, Erodier-& Kunststofftechnik
GmbH

Benzstrasse 7
Dieburg 64807

Phone: +49 (0)6071 23262
Fax: +49 (0)6071 5562

Our company stands for pinpoint accuracy, flexibility and quality.
According to our customers specifications we produce tools and molds. As supplier

to the german automobile, machine and plant construction industry as well as to

medical and electro technology we are committed to high standards of quality.
Since 1985 we built, repair and optimise:-models
-small and long production run toolsBy takeover of an expierenced metalworking

company we have been able to expand our machining abilities to handling large

scale workpieces. Therefor we have machining centers with travese path up to X

1800/Y 800/Z 600 mm and automatic lathes with diameters up to 850 mm on our

hands.
Construction Our CAD and CAM Department does drawing and designing not only

for our own porposes, but also as per customers specifications by skilled designers
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and programmers using sophisticated CAD/CAM software. On the basic of customers

data our CAD/CAM Department provides component design, constructs congruent

injection mould, metal blade electrodes or prototypes Our staff does have wide-

ranging expierences in building devices, model-, pre- and large-scale production

moulds as well as building punch and forming tools. Based on practical moulding

expertise, tool shop collaboration and various methods of test and checking, we will

provide an optimized solution to your engineering need. Therby we consider

machine and material requirements, ejection needs and - certainly - we garantee

appointed deploy scores.We operate with Mastercam and Solid Works 2D and 3D

CAD Data in the formats as IGES, DXF, ParaSolid, Step, STL, VDA, DWG, SAT,

CATread, NFLPro and some more. Mould productionWe work closely together with

our customers to review each detail of the project at the preliminary stage. We

bring our experience in product design to every project we are involved. A clear

understanding of the customer's objectives combined with our quality procedures,

as well as knowledge, and experience enables us to provide services that exceed

customer satisfaction. We build all moulds to the exact specification given by the

customer and garantee the declared tool life to assure you get the maximum out of

your investment.

Plastic ProductsIn plastics sector we produce technical parts with high standards of

resistance, dimensional accuracy and quality for OEM-components in dingle, small

and large scale production. Our services cover all activities from mold design to

production, packing and shiping of the serial parts.
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